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“To identify and conduct, alone or with its 
Partners, research that is in the interest of 
science as well as the technological, social, 
and cultural advancement of the country.” 

Mission entrusted by the state to the CNRS,  
decree of November 24, 1982

Source: http://www.cnrs.fr/en/missions / Photo credits: © IBPC | © Archives Nationales

Jean Perrin and Jean Zay are the founding fathers of the CNRS. In 
1936, Léon Blum appointed them respectively Deputy Minister for 
Scientific Research and Minister of National Education.



Data Science

• The objective of DS is to create scientific tools for extracting useful 
information from a dataset. 

• DS has developed a class of effective computational and mathematical tools 
(algorithms, visualization) for exploring and analyzing data in science, 
society, industry and taking actions based on it. 

• DS is one of the major scientific contemporary challenges, whose tools 
extend beyond computation and statistics, nowadays they include natural 
language processing, probabilistic algorithms, information theory, analysis 
of social networks.



Impact of Data Science
• Data technology is transforming society in a dramatic way. 

• Therefore, a clear understanding of DS techniques and their appropriate 
application is required. Published scientific computations and results must 
be reproducible while code and data should be made available to others. 
Good practice should involve rigor in recognizing assumptions and reporting 
precision and errors. 

• The outstanding success of data science has led to a great deal of enthusiasm 
in both the private and public sectors for the new industry of Big Data. With 
rising concerns about the ethical, appropriate and correct use of data science 
techniques and tools, there is an urgent need to establish rigor, in order to 
maintain trust and integrity in industrial-scale studies and analyses.
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Moore’s Law
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Computational power brings ideas to reality

Perceptron 
(Minsky, 1969)

Multilayer neural networks 
(Rumelhart, 1986)

AI/LISP 
(McCarthy, 1958)

IBM Watson 
(2011)

Google DeepMind 
(2017)



Data Science and Mathematics
• Science uses all available tools for its advancement, and DS is progressively 

incorporating most ideas in contemporary mathematics; in turn, many 
mathematical ideas have taken inspiration from DS. 

• There is a difference between the speed of the construction of well-
established mathematical theories and the applications of these ideas. 

• This has frequently occurred in the past: for instance, the annual return of 
an annuity based on the age of the annuitant was calculated so badly that 
issuers of annuities regularly suffered substantial losses. (Even after the 
first steps towards understanding how to fix fair prices in terms of 
probability and expectation had been taken; there remained problems, in 
particular, lack of mortality tables).



The Least Squares Method: a convergence 
between Mathematical Theory and Data Analysis
• In 1809, Carl Friedrich Gauss published the Least 

Squares method for calculating the orbits of celestial 
bodies. He succeeded in proving its optimality and 
establishing its link with the normal distribution. 

• An early demonstration of the strength of Gauss's 
method: prediction of the future location of the newly 
discovered asteroid Ceres. 

• Nowadays, Gaussian processes (GP) in DS is an active 
research area, where combining low-rank 
approximations and gradient-based optimization 
allows for training GP at a reduced computational cost. 

Big mathematical ideas yield fruit for centuries.



Data Science: recognized by Mathematics
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Data Lab members: becoming a trustworthy, 
interdisciplinary partner for Society and Academia
• A Data Lab is a creative interdisciplinary commotion. 

• As such, a strong leadership is required to promote open-mindedness to a 
variety of techniques and approaches within a rigorous scientific framework. 

• Collaborative groups consist of researchers, scientists, engineers, designers, 
with clear governance, leadership and flexibility. 

• Strong ties between people collaborating in DS projects are necessary for an 
appropriate balance between openness and confidentiality. 

• An active Data Lab attracts local and international students, interns and 
visiting researchers.



Data-driven Sciences
Data-driven Sciences are concerned with modeling the world through simulation and 
exploration of observational data. They are characterized by intensive use of DS 
techniques: 

• Astroinformatics 

• Global climate change 

• Metagenomics in ocean sciences 

• Real-time alerts in natural disasters 

• Personalized medicine 

• Data analysis in Social science



CMM Data

• CMM and Data science: a co-evolving adventure since its birth in 2000. 

• Foundation: Research groups in Mathematics and Applications of Mathematics 
and a worldwide scientific and industrial collaborative network. 

• MathOmics, Astroinformatics and Remote Mining grew from the formation of 
CMM. 

• Interdisciplinarity lies at the core of CMM and it has been a reality throughout its 
existence. 

• We envision CMM Data as an international Data-Science and Modeling 
Laboratory tackling global problems and attracting talent from all over the world.



CMM 
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CMM 
Resource Management

CMM 
Bio & Health

CMM 
Mathematical Education

CMM 
Data & HPC



CMM computational facilities
New methods and advances in data science require ideas and high-speed 
computational facilities. Global challenges require local strengths.

5236 cores 
266 TFlops 
250 TB Lustre Parallel Storage 
56 Gbps Infiniband FDR network 
Accessible through the national photonic network

Leftraru+Guacolda cluster: 
Chile’s fastest supercomputer



NLHPC: the most extensive Chilean network  
for scientific research in Data-driven sciences
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Towards the future in Data Science  
and Data-driven sciences



A future: astronomical alert-stream filtering

  

Large ground and space 
survey telescopes:
alert generation

Astronomical alert brokers:
classification 

Automated follow up 
telescopes (TOMs): 
characterization

The future: astronomical alert streams filtering

107 events/night
databases + HPC +  
machine learning + 
astrophysics



Tara Oceans: a DS international effort
FR2022 ‘Tara Oceans’  

GO-SEE 
Global Ocean Systems 

Ecology & Evolution 

Ecology 

E 4 

A"10%year"ini,a,ve"building"upon"Tara"
Oceans"know%how,"data"and"knowledge"to"
understand,"for"the"first",me,"the"structure"
and"dynamics"of"a"planetary/ecosystem/and"

integrate"it"into"models"of"Earth’s"
biogeochemical"cycles"and"climate""

Ecosystem 
modeling 

Exploration"

Evolution"



CMM-Mining: Geomechanical risk assessment 
through automatic seismic-data analysis

Real-time analysis of micro-seismic data in underground mines. Long standing 
collaboration with Codelco El Teniente Division (DET).

Statistical detection of instability occurrence

• Bayesian algorithm for assessing the 
probability of hardening and 
softening from seismic energy and 
moments series (implemented at 
DET). 

• Paper in RaSim9, 2017. Discussions 
with ISM (Institute for Mining 
Seismology, Aus, developers of 
sensors and heuristic methodology).

Ex; Statistical detection of instability occurrence
• Bayesian algorithm to  asses 

probability of hardening and 
softening from seismic energy 
and moments series 
(implemented at DET).

• Paper in RaSim9, 2017. 
Discussions with ISM (Institute 
for Mining Seismology,  Aus, 
developers of sensors and 
heuristic methodology).

• How to carry on?



Data Science in Industry

• Marketing Analytics 

• Retail: mining of historical 
purchasing data 

• Fraud detection 

• Product allocation and 
segmentation 

• Analysis of "gray area" in 
customer classification

Grupo Falabella
Interés del grupo de establecer una colaboración de largo plazo 
a nivel del grupo, como socios de su aŕea de analytics.

Tres proyectos por ahora:

● Sodimac: detección de “proyectos” en base a historial de 
compras y compras actuales de un cliente

● Banco Falabella / CMR: detección de fraude en transacciones 
financieras

● Falabella retail: alocación y segmentación de productos para 
ventas en tienda vs ventas a distancia

BancoEstado Microempresas
● BE microempresas utiliza métodos de análisis de 

datos para cumplir sus requerimientos de cobertura 
de clientes y de rentabilidad del período.

● Bases de datos masivas: regresión (de ventas y 
costos) y clasificación (de perfiles de clientes).

● Proyectos:
○ Corrección de sobre- y sub-ajuste de modelos en predicción de flujos 

financieros de sus clientes. 
○ Determinación de “área gris” en la clasificación de clientes, cuantificar cuán 

indecidible es el problema y cuán flexible son los modelos considerados
○ Capacitación del grupo de Data Science dentro del banco: programación 

científica, estadística, aprendizaje de máquinas



Data Science in Social Sciences
• Data Science broadens Mathematics 

insights in Social Sciences. 

• New avenues for disciplinary 
collaboration strengthening the 
University: Mathematics, Law and 
Economics. 

• Natural language processing (NLP) 
develops tools for machines to 
interact with humans using natural 
human language, endowing them 
with the ability to extract information 
from human-generated text.

Figura 1: Archivos de texto original y corregido por el algoritmo aqúı presentado.

2. Tal como está escrito el corrector, lo que hace es elegir la palabra más frecuente en el diccionario
con que se entrena. Sin embargo, lo mejor seŕıa buscar la palabra más comúnmente usada a la
que tiene a los lados. Por ejemplo, si la palabra corrupta “Reglo” es seguida por “Metropolitana”,
nos gustaŕıa que el algoritmo predijera la palabra “Región” y no “Reglón”.

4

Algorithmic text correction
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